
Investing our time and talents 
for the well-being of others 
is a great joy of life.  

Aspirus advances the health of families in Wisconsin 
and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan through 
exceptional medical services and outstanding care.  

We aspire to help every man, woman and child 
embrace the wonder of their own well-being. 



Personal PRIMARY CARE

Taking care of ongoing wellness needs, sprains
and fevers is a big part of what we do.
 
But so is making you smile, helping you feel
comfortable, and sometimes, even coaxing 
a laugh out of a shy child.  
 
Your Primary Care Provider plays a tremendous 
role in improving the way you live. It’s why our  
experts in Family Medicine, Pediatrics, OB/GYN
and Internal Medicine go out of their way to
assure the best possible care – and company – 
for every member of your family.

Need to be seen sooner?
Sometimes a scratchy rash or painful throat 
can’t wait. Visit your nearest Aspirus Walk-In 
for care without an appointment.

There’s a 
better way 
to feel better.



Through our family of clinics, hospitals 
and thousands of passion-driven experts, 
we help you live your best life possible.



Helping 
every woman 
thrive.

Inspired WOMEN’S CARE 

A strong sisterhood is a beautiful thing.  

Aspirus is proud to help women of all generations 
feel their best through exceptional health care. 
 
Our care is focused around your comfort, so you 
can speak freely and ask any questions about 
your health.
 •  Bone Health
 •  Breast Care and Imaging
 •  Bladder and Pelvic Health
 •  Gynecology
 •  Heart Health
 •  Pregnancy and Birth 



We are all about empowerment. 
Together, we will find positive, meaningful 
ways for you to grow stronger – inside and out.



The brightest
care for the
smallest
wonders.

Impassioned PREGNANCY CARE

Parenthood doesn’t begin the day your little 
one is born. It starts the moment you decide
to have a child.
 
From the months leading up to your delivery
to the joyful years that follow, our team guides
you through every what-if while preparing you 
for what’s next. We offer:
 •  Pregnancy and coaching classes
  for eager moms and dads 
 •  An innovative Newborn Intensive
  Care Unit to nurture premature
  and critically ill babies
 •  Warm, compassionate specialists 
   for families going through high-risk 
   pregnancies

All so you can breathe easier and love deeper.



The best things in life don’t always come easy.
Babies who need intensive care receive expert
treatment at our Newborn ICU in Wausau. Once there,
you can be with your little one every second of your stay.



Nationally-recognized HEART CARE

Providing some of the most innovative and
responsive heart care in the nation comes
naturally when you support some of the
kindest and most inspiring people.
 
Aspirus Heart & Vascular continually advances
the level of expertise, warmth and compassion
heart patients receive. Here are just a few ways 
we’re reuniting families sooner:
  •  First in the region to advance minimally-invasive   
  surgery for shorter recovery times
 •  The region’s only dedicated clinical programs
  to treat atrial fibrillation and heart valve disease
 •  Community education and seminars 
 

Thinking smarter
so your heart 
beats stronger.



Excellence makes the heart grow stronger. 
Aspirus continually increases access 
to truly exceptional heart care.



Uncompromising CANCER TREATMENT

When someone is fighting the most
courageous battle of their life, we don’t
consider them victims. They are forces of
survival that deserve the utmost respect
and understanding.
 
Aspirus treats cancer and blood disorders 
with aggressive medicine and tender support. 
Whether we’re expanding your options through 
clinical trials or throwing our arms around you 
in celebration, our team is here for you. 

The deepest
care for the 
strongest fight.



Get the excellent care you need, while being close 
to the ones you love. Aspirus offers outstanding
cancer treatment and profound support.



Empowering ORTHOPEDIC CARE

The things that
move you in life
shouldn’t cause
you pain.

Joint or back pain gets personal when
it interrupts things like picking up your
grandchild, or throwing a football around 
with family.
 
The passions that move you move us 
to provide exceptional orthopedic care.
 
Whether you’re a recovering athlete 
or a father who wants to be able to bike 
more with his kids – Aspirus provides the 
expert treatment, training and physical 
therapy you need to regain your stride.



Aspirus offers knee and hip replacement 
treatments and therapies to keep you 
on the move.



Support 
and safety.
Right at home. 

Comforting HOME CARE

It can be as simple as helping grandpa with his
shopping. Or as remarkable as helping grandma
take her first step after overcoming a stroke.

No matter what level of care is needed, Aspirus 
provides medical and daily living support in the
comfort of a home environment.

With a big emphasis on empowerment, dignity 
and personal goals, we work with you, your 
physician and home specialists to tailor 
a care plan that fits your life.
 
Perhaps you need: 

 •  Care for personal needs and errands

 •  Home medical care and equipment 
 •  Hospice support

 •  Short-term care after surgery



Our team is made up of big-hearted nurses, 
therapists and other home professionals who  
provide the exact level of care you need.



Aspire to touch lives.
With smiles and waves.
Every second and day.
Through good living and great health.


